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The biggest Family inEurope



ESNisastudentorganisationpromoting  
mobility programmes and cultural  

integration inEurope.

Erasmus StudentNetwork



Erasmus StudentNetwork

THE BIGGEST EUROPEAN STUDENT NETWORK

INMORE THAN 500UNIVERSITIES  

MORE THAN15,000 VOLUNTEERS  

IN 40COUNTRIES



“STUDENTS HELPINGSTUDENTS”



ESNItalia

54 Sections

46 Cities

+2000 volunteers

+23000 Erasmus and Exchange  

students



The Causes ofESN
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We take our  
experience to inspire  

the current and  
future erasmus  

generation towards a  
global and mobility  

world.

Education and  

Youth



We promote Culture  
and we engage  

ourselves to make the  
mobility experience as  
a growth opportunity  

and cultural  
enrichment within a  
mutual acceptance,  

respect and tolerance  
environment.

Culture



As ESN we strongly believe  

in the idea of “mens sana  

in corpore sano” so we  

engage ourselves to create  

a healthy lifestyle  

necessary for a physical  

and mentalwellbeing.

Health and  

Well-Being



As ESN we promote the active  
attendance of the Erasmus  

students into our local  
community to make it as  

inclusive as possible. Moreover  
we engage ourselves in order to  
guarantee the same experience  

and social commitment to  
students with less possibility.

Social Inclusion



The idea of having only one  
planet is becoming more and  
more popular in the ESN along  
with the Erasmus Genaration.  

To save it, one step at the time,  
we organize sustainable  

events and “green” activities.

Environmental 

Sustainability



The Erasmus experience is a  
growth opportunity: a personal  
one, academic one as long as  
professional. Along the years  

ESN have been helping to  
develop its volunteers’ and  
erasmus’ skills focusing on  

how they are going to use them  
in their future.

Skills and  

Employability



ESNcard

Become a memberof the Erasmusgeneration

ACCESS TOESN EVENTS

Discount Card

Discoverlocal,national, internationaldiscounts  
Make themostoutof Erasmus

Benefit from ourpartners  
Join ourevents



How can you contact us?

● Facebook: ESN Milano-Bicocca - Erasmus Student
Network

● Instagram: @esnmilanobicocca

● Mail: milano_bicocca@esn.it

● Website: https://milano-bicocca.esn.it/esn-bicocca

mailto:milano_bicocca@esn.it
https://milano-bicocca.esn.it/esn-bicocca


Erasmus changesyour

life… ESN twistsit!

Join us!


